Schuco Vac Aspirators
These Schuco Vac Aspirators are new and improved by replacing the regulator assembly with a bacteria filter, and eliminating the cap and float assembly. Both durable units continue to meet the need for controlled vacuum regulation from 0” up to 22” Hg with a flow rate of 28 LPM. Vibration-free easy to read regulator gauge. Sturdy basket accommodates 600 cc or 1200 cc canisters. Quick-connected tubing for all connections. Hydrophobic/bacteria filter eliminates pump flooding, and prevents contaminant damage. 3 filters included with every pump.

Schuco-Vac 330 Aspirator
Item #10-SVA330

Schuco-Vac 430 Aspirator
Item #10-SVA430

Replacement Parts for Schuco Vac Aspirators
10-SVA05  800cc Canister
10-SVA03  Hydrophobic Filter

Gomco Aspirator
This aspirator is designed for general suction use in the home, hospitals or clinics. It is compact, reliable and economical. Designed to provide low maintenance and long lasting, quiet performance. The pump is designed for greater dependability, requires no oiling and is completely enclosed for maximum protection.

Model: 280  Motor: 1/16 hp  Compressor: Diaphragm
Collection Canister: 1100ml
Vacuum Range: 0-22 in. Hg
Flow Rate: 12 lpm
Dimensions HxDxW: 10.5 x 6 x 11.5 in.  Shipping Weight: 18 lbs.

10-SVA2801  2801 Model Aspirator
10-C1112  1100ml Disposable Canister Case 12
10-C1148  1100ml Disposable Canister Case 48

Yankauer Suction Instruments
Developed Circa 1907 by Dr. Charles Yankauer, the Yankauer Suction Instrument has become the most common suction instrument in the world. Its primary use is to aspirate fluid and debris from either a surgical site or body orifice (i.e. airway, abdomen, etc.). Large lumen provides rapid aspiration and resists clogging. Single use, sterile to prevent cross contamination.

Bulb Tip without Attached Tubing
11-4870  Bulb tip without Vent
11-4880  Bulb tip with Vent

Bulb Tip with Attached 6’ Tubing
11-4910  Bulb tip without Vent
11-4920  Bulb tip with Vent

Open Tip without Attached Tubing
11-4970  Open tip without Vent
11-4980  Open tip with Vent

Big Yank Bulb Tip with 6’ Attached Tubing
11-4910U  Bulb tip without Vent
11-4920U  Bulb tip with Vent

Big Yank Bulb Tip with 10’ Attached Tubing
11-4950U  Bulb tip without Vent
11-4960U  Bulb tip with Vent

Big Yank Open Tip with 10’ Attached Tubing
11-4970U  Open tip without Vent
11-4980U  Open tip with Vent